
Posture corrector chair
Curble Wider

Your best Choice
For better posture



Air hallway system

Pleasant ventilation Comfortable waist support

Highly elastic supportDual structure fabric

Soft feeling

Core muscle correction

Coccyx lifting

Dispersing the pressure
on the waist

Leverage effect

Ablue Curble Chair

Design and technology optimized
to understand your body get you back 

good posture which your body remembers



Venture Company
certificate

Company affiliated
research institute certificate

ISO9001 certificate ISO14001 certificate

Design certificate 2cases

Patent certificate 2cases

Certificates are being acquired under our laboratory.

CERTIFICATE & PATENT



According to the research by the famous Swedish spine surgeon Dr. Nachemson,
the pressure put on the waist is increased by 85% in a slouching position
compared to a standing position. Only by sitting upright, the pressured

put on the spine is reduced by up to 30%.

The pressure on the waist is highest in a sitting position

* Based on the research by the spin surgeon Dr. Nachemson, published in the SCI SPINE Journal.

Comparison of the pressures put on the waist (100 = standing position)

SLEEP STAND SEAT PHONE

100 140 18525

INTRO



We spend many hours in a bad position like crouching or bending over.
Unlike other diseases, spinal diseases are directly connected to your posture.
Habitual bad posture overstrains the disc, causing spinal diseases like forward

head posture, lumbar herniated intervertebral disc or scoliosis.
Your spinal health begins from correct posture.

7 Hrs 40 Mins, average time of sitting a day

* Source – Ministry of Health & Welfare, Korea Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
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Curble Chair is designed for office workers
and students who spend most of the time
sitting on a chair to keep a good posture
even on a couch or a bed and have
a healthy spine line.

Disc Care System considering
multiple uses

Spine lifting system for
making a good posture
Curble Chair’s Disc Comfort Cushion is
designed for human body to support
user’s L-spine to help minimize the
stress on the spine.

TECHNICAL DESIGN OF



Dual structure cushion & fabric helps your body and the chair
better stick together and holds either side of the waist softly and firmly.

Dual Structure Cushion & Fabric

New habit to find a good posture

SPECIAL FEATURES



Air hallway system and fabric pattern
makes body heat and sweat circulate
smoothly to stay cool for a long time.

Air Hallway System



Dispersion of Waist Pressure
Cuble’s support with sophisticated ergonomic
design and highly elastic material endures

the compressive load of up to 364kg
to comfortably support your waist.

Sophisticated structure made of
highly elastic material

* KCL maximum compressive load test



Curble Chair naturally brings hips together to disperse the pressure
concentrated on the waist to allow users to sit comfortably for longer.

Dispersion of Waist Pressure



Sophisticated supporter made of highly elastic material
pushes the L-spine naturally by the leverage
effect to make a correct posture.

Ergonomic Design & High Elasticity Material

14

Optimum angle to raise your waist upright
Curble Chair’s bottom surface is raised up by 14 degrees,

making your body lean forward naturally in a sitting position.

At this moment, Curble Chair’s support pushes your waist

naturally to make a correct posture.



Sitting

Supporting Waist

Coccyx lifted
1

2

3

When sitting on Curble, the support’s leverage effect
pushes the T-spine naturally to make a correct posture.
Sitting in a correct posture reduces the pressure
on the spine and joint by up to 30%.

Bottom surface is pushed downward in a 
sitting position and Chair’s support holds 
up the waist comfortably

SPECIFICATION

Raising coccyx naturally to
disperse the pressure
Your coccyx is lifted naturally to disperse
the pressure on the spine and correct
the core muscles on your body.
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Weight:880g

Material : Poly vinyl bag

PRODUCT DIMENSION(mm) INDIVIDUAL PACKAGE(mm)

MASTER CARTON DIMENSION(mm)



EXPORT PACKING

1925mm

15 CHAIRS/CARTON

WEIGHT:14.8KG

15 CHAIRS/ MASTER CARTON
20 MASTER CARTONS / PALLET
300 CHAIRS / PALLET
1 PALLET  2.7 CBM

20 MASTER CARTONS PER 1 PALLET

690mm 410mm

410mm

385mm

385mm

690mm

690mm

410mm

1100mm

1100mm

15 QTY / BOX 15 QTY / BOX

15 QTY / BOX 15 QTY / BOX

15 QTY / BOX 15 QTY / BOX

15 QTY / BOX 15 QTY / BOX

15 QTY / BOX 15 QTY / BOX

15 QTY / BOX 15 QTY / BOX

PACKAGE TABLE



**Actual product colors may vary from colors shown on your monitor.

COLOR

GRAY RED BLACK



Air Hallway
Heat releasing hallway
to stay cool.

Dual structure fabric
to hold your waist.

Dual structure
fabric

Supporting your waist
correctly with strong
restoring force.

Highly elastic support

Thermoform EVA FOAM
evenly disperses weight.

Highly elastic seat

Stimulating core
muscles for

pelvic training.

Curved bottom
surface

Grip to easily
carry around

Sophisticated structure
along your waist line.

Sophisticated
structure

DESCRIPTION BY PARTS



Radon

Safety standard

3.57 kn = 364kg

4pci/l (148Bq/㎥)

13h 56m 25sTime

2019.08.23 9:38:00Date

COMPRESSIVE LOAD TEST RADON TEST





1. Please place Curble Chair wider 5~10cm apart
on the back of a chair.

2. Please hold Curble Chair wider with your hands and sit
your hips into the end of the Curble Chair.

3. Curble Chair wider naturally pushes your back
and makes a right posture.

HOW TO USE

 



FEATURES

ㆍFlexible back support
ㆍPerfect mechanism for waist fitness
    to those who sit for a long time
ㆍBack Bone lifting system for making
    straight posture
ㆍFor wide range for users

CURBLE COMFY PRODUCT DIMENSION(mm)

COLOR

330

340 340

GRAY RED

BLACK BLUE



SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

1. Please put the curble chair wider on your chair, sofa as it is a supplementary product.

2. When using the Curble Chair, sit in the correct posture.

3. If the cushion area is stained, please rub out the stain with a neutral detergent and
dry it completely before using.

4. This is a single chair, please do not seat more than 2 persons.

5. Please do not let children or pets bite or lick the product.



ablue bldg. 2F 56,

Bongseong-ro, Gunpo-si,

Gyeonggi-do, 15850, Korea

tel. +82-(0)70-7700-0861

fax. +82-(0)31-629-5745

e-mail. global@ablue.kr

www.ablue-global.com


